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Return on Investment

Current Share Price $12.31

Target Price $24.00

Dividend Yield 0.00%

Holding Period Return 95%

Company Quality (CQ) Score 3.7

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $10.59 - $26.37
Market Capitalization ($mm) $950

Net Debt ($mm) $477

Enterprise Value ($mm) $1,427

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.74

Metrics FY2020E FY2021E FY2022E

Revenue ($mm) $981 $947 $1,134

EBITDA ($mm) $246 $184 $249

Net Debt / EBITDA 1.92x 2.33x 1.41x

EV/EBITDA 5.8x 7.8x 5.7x

Post-IPO Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 1: Boutique Growth

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates
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Business Description

Aritzia Inc. (TSX: ATZ) is a vertically integrated fashion house headquartered
in Vancouver, Canada that designs and retails luxury apparel and accessories.
ATZ focuses on innovative, aspirational women’s fashion, with a target
demographic aged 15-45. Founded in 1984 by Brian Hill, who remains the
current CEO and Chairman, ATZ currently has 96 boutiques across Canada
and the U.S. Prior to its IPO on October 3, 2016, the Company had been
majority-owned and controlled by private equity firm Berkshire Partners since
2005.

Omni-Channel Retail Strategy

ATZ is a leading luxury omnichannel fashion retailer, with traditional brick-and-
mortar boutiques, alongside a growing e-commerce presence. ATZ has three
primary omnichannel growth strategies: (1) new stores, (2) store expansions
and remodellings, and (3) e-commerce.

Brick and Mortar: A core element of ATZ’s image and strategy is its brick-
and-mortar boutiques. With an average size of 6,000 square feet, ATZ’s
boutiques are designed by in-house architects to have an aesthetic that
matches the overall brand. Since 1984, ATZ has never closed a boutique due
to poor performance. Instead, it has witnessed an 11.3% CAGR in store
growth since 2008. Moving forward, ATZ targets opening 5-6 new boutiques
per year. The economics of new boutiques remain attractive, with a payback
period of 18-24 months. ATZ opened its first boutiques in the U.S. in 2007 and
has since increased that number to 29 stores in the U.S., with 5 opened during
FY2020. The U.S. remains an underpenetrated market for ATZ, offering an
attractive growth runway. As of the end of FY2020, ATZ had 96 boutiques,
with 67 in Canada and 29 in the U.S.

ATZ exclusively opens boutiques in prime real estate locations, specifically
high-performing retail malls and high streets. Management has identified 100
locations that meet its rigorous real estate standards, indicating a robust
growth pipeline. ATZ also diligently expands and remodels existing boutiques
to keep its store base fresh and experiential for customers. Expansions
increase revenue through expanded square footage (3,500 square feet, on
average), while acting as a form of marketing. Expanding stores has a lower
capital cost than opening new stores ($2mm versus $2.5mm), with a high
return on investment.

E-Commerce: E-commerce has risen to an estimated 25% of revenue from
~17% in FY2018 in line with rising brand awareness. This brings ATZ’s e-
commerce penetration more in line with peers while fulfilling its five-year target
to increase e-commerce penetration from 12% to 25% over FY2016-FY2021.
Concurrently, ATZ has increased the breadth of products available online and
expanded international shipping. Notably, new store openings increase e-
commerce traffic for ATZ, rather than cannibalizing sales, creating a “halo
effect” that is unique to ATZ.

Growth Profile

ATZ is exceptional at generating self-funded organic growth through a
combination of store growth and expansion, e-commerce growth, and its
strong fashion pipeline. One of ATZ’s key strategies is innovating around best-
selling products. In 2019, ATZ expanded its product scope from purely
women’s apparel into menswear, through the release of the Mr. Super Puff, as
well as pet clothing through its Ruff Puff. Moving forward, ATZ is expected to
accelerate the growth of its menswear line, thereby significantly broadening its
total addressable market. Similarly, the Company has expressed intent to
expand into other apparel segments, including more inclusive plus-sizing.

ATZ has had 21 consecutive quarters of positive comparable sales growth, a
testament to its ability to attract new customers to stores, while also (cont.)
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Figure 2: Comparable Sales Growth

Source: Company Filings

Figure 3: Return on Invested Capital

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates

Figure 4: Niche Market Positioning

Source: Company Filings

Figure 5: ATZ Inventory Turnover versus Peers

Source: S&P Capital IQ, Company Filings
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retaining loyal recurring customers. Consistent earnings growth relative to
modest capital expenditures results in a strong ability to generate cash. FCF
conversion (relative to revenue) is expected to be ~15% for FY2020. Revenue
has grown at a 17.2% CAGR from 2016-2019, driven by a combination of
comparable sales growth and unit expansion, with adjusted EBITDA growing
at a 29.7% CAGR over the same period, bolstered by strengthening EBITDA
margins.

Financial Positioning

ATZ has a high level of balance sheet flexibility with $95.7mm in cash,
$74.7mm of long-term debt due 2022, and an undrawn revolver. Including the
impact of IFRS 16 accounting standards, ATZ’s FY2020E Net Debt / LTM
EBITDA remains low at 1.92x (-0.10x pre-IFRS 16) versus its peer average of
2.4x, with management diligently reducing leverage since its 2016 IPO. ATZ’s
strong liquidity places it in a resilient position in the face of macroeconomic
uncertainty surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic.

ATZ has an impressive ROIC, which is expected to exceed 30% in FY2020,
implying a ROIC/WACC of ~4.5x. Although ATZ does not pay a dividend, it
has engaged in two normal course issuer bids to repurchase 10% of its float
over FY2019 and 5% over FY2020. With $108mm worth of shares
repurchased over the first three quarters of FY2020, this illustrates
management confidence and effective capital allocation.

Competitive Advantage

ATZ's competitive advantage results from its strong brand equity. The
Company's 12 proprietary brands each have a unique aesthetic and are
treated as independent labels, with their own individual design teams. With
90% of ATZ’s net revenue coming from these brands, it is differentiated from
mono-brand retailers, able to offer a diverse selection of aesthetics, without
outsourcing to other brands or designers.

ATZ distinguishes itself from competitors by occupying a niche area of the
fashion apparel market; everyday luxury. Uniquely positioned in the North
American retail apparel space, ATZ offers the experience and quality of a
boutique shop, with the integration and geographic footprint of a retail chain. It
is further differentiated by its designs, quality of fabrics, and constructions,
available at an attainable price point. ATZ boasts a combination of brand
recognition and awareness, together with a high level of brand loyalty. This
allows ATZ to effectively acquire new customers and subsequently retain and
convert them into recurring clients. ATZ is also working on building a robust
social media presence, which is becoming increasingly important to attract a
younger generation of customers. The Company has garnered a celebrity
following, introducing the Aritzia VIP Program, which allows ATZ to engage in
“influencer marketing.” Celebrities who have showcased Aritzia products
include Meghan Markle, Kendall Jenner, Ariana Grande, and Hailey Bieber, all
of whom have a large following with the potential to greatly increase ATZ
brand recognition.

ATZ has significant discipline in its inventory management, employing a
demand-driven merchandise planning strategy which allows it to maintain
modest inventory levels. Through this, ATZ keeps higher inventories for items
with predictable, high demand—proven sellers—and lower inventories for new,
seasonal items as customer interest is gauged. 50% of SKUs are proven
sellers, comprising 80% of revenue. This allows a large portion of ATZ’s
revenue to be relatively stable and predictable. Through this strategy, ATZ
maximizes full-price sales and mitigates fashion risk, while achieving best-in-
class inventory turnover of 9.2x.

Management

ATZ’s CEO, Founder, and Chairman, Brian Hill, is a third-generation retailer
and has led the Company since 1984. Under his leadership, ATZ has achieved
an impressive track record of consistent growth and execution. Brian Hill owns
22.8% of shares outstanding and with 24.5mm multiple voting shares, he has
74.8% of total voting rights. CEO compensation indicates an extremely high
level of shareholder alignment, as Brian Hill only takes a $1 salary and $1
annual bonus, meaning his compensation level is entirely tied to the long-term
value of ATZ shares. (cont.)
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Figure 6: CEO Share Ownership

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 7: ATZ EV/NTM EBITDA versus Peers

Source: Bloomberg, S&P Capital IQ

Figure 8: Revenue Growth ($mm)

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates
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ATZ is a leading workplace for diversity, with 85% of employees being women,
including 54% of the Aritzia Leadership Team and 40% of Named Executive
Officers. Furthermore, ATZ has donated over $16mm in product donations,
financial support, and volunteer hours to organizations helping women and
girls succeed.

COVID-19 Response

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, ATZ closed all boutiques on March
16, 2020, with precautionary measures being taken for concierge and
distribution center employees. E-commerce remains an open channel for
product sales; however, all profits during COVID-19 are being donated to the
Aritzia Community Relief Fund to support employees and partners affected by
COVID-19. No employees have been laid off or furloughed. ATZ has strong
liquidity to weather the downturn, with $96mm in cash and an $100mm
undrawn revolver.

Valuation

ATZ has historically traded at a discount to its high-growth luxury apparel
peers (LSE: TED, TSX: GOOS, ROOT, NASDAQ: LULU, NYSE: TPR). We
believe this discount is unwarranted given ATZ’s strong fundamentals and
distinct competitive advantage, but can partially be attributed to investor
sentiment surrounding the PE firm, Berkshire Partners’ stake in the Company.
After Berkshire Partners’ full exit in February 2019, ATZ’s multiple improved.
Moving forward, we expect ATZ to trade at multiples more in line with peers,
offering additional upside to the name through multiple expansion.

ATZ was valued using a 5-year Discounted Cash Flow analysis at a WACC of
7.32%. The target price of $24.00 was derived based on a 50/50 blend of (1)
the Gordon growth method, assuming a terminal growth rate of 2.00% and (2)
applying an EV/EBITDA exit multiple of 11x. Key assumptions made
concerned boutique growth and comparable sales growth, both of which were
adjusted to reflect the impact of COVID-19, which was forecast to primarily
affect Q1 and Q2 of FY2021.

Updated Investment Thesis

The CPMT previously held a position in ATZ that it fully divested in January
2018. The Fund’s decision to sell the name was based on concerns
surrounding the viability of ATZ’s growth given e-commerce disruption from
online behemoths, such as Amazon, as well as a trend towards declining mall
traffic. However, ATZ has since demonstrated its ability to execute on its
growth targets, reaching 25% e-commerce penetration ahead of targets.
Furthermore, while ATZ’s stringent real estate standards were cited as a
concern due to the resulting high lease costs, we now believe these
investments are justified, as they allow ATZ to maintain its luxury brand image,
while ensuring that stores are only opened in high-performing locations
expected to see long-term customer traffic. Another key concern underpinning
the decision to divest ATZ was its macroeconomic exposure. However, the
CPMT believes that consumer discretionary names are well poised to capture
significant upside as the economy recovers.

We view ATZ as an extremely attractive Canadian name, given its strong
fundamentals, balance sheet health and flexibility, niche positioning in the
fashion apparel market, and loyal customer base. While ATZ has an
impressive track record of growth, it remains underpenetrated in both the U.S.
and Canada and we view the U.S. and e-commerce as the two primary growth
platforms for the Company moving forward. We have a high level of
confidence in management’s leadership and execution, as it is on track or
ahead of all 5-year targets that were set following ATZ’s 2016 IPO. Given the
market compression resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, ATZ is trading at
an extremely attractive valuation at levels well below intrinsic value. We
believe this is an opportune time to enter a position in a quality name that
meets all of the CPMT's mandate pillars and offers sustainable growth moving
forward.

CEO Ownership 
22.8%
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